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Live Panel greening planter is a square panels with 500mm side length, these planters can combine 
togther to build a whole green wall easily, each panel consists of 16 pots and each of them can grow 
one plant. the plant growing medium should be rapped with a geotexile layer then put inside the pot 
to keep its content during the water flows and provide enough protection to roots against hot and cold 
weather.  
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Live Picture front view

Item: SL-Y5012
Size: Lenght 500mm X Width 500mm X Depth 120mm                                       
Color: Black
It can grow 16 plants, 4 pieces / square meter 
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Product Features
1) Simples and generous design, easy to install

2) At the bottom there is water storage area, can save and drain water 

3) Small holes on the panel to fix it with screws or cables tie to the steel support.

4) With different plants and flowers, it can DIY different design and shapes as you like.

5) Professional buckle design can prevent the plants dropping.
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Installation

Around each groove there are 
several tiny holes, which are buckle 
holes, used for fixing the non-woven 
fabric, to ensure the soil inside it will 
not drop when implanting the plants

Around the four sides to theplanter 
are 14 tiny holes, whichare fixing 
holes, used for fastening the planter 
on the steel structure. 
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Irrigation System

For each layer you have to install irrigation pipe then for each pots inside the panel you need to put 
one drip as appears within the following pictures.
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Malik Mahmood Ring Road
Opposite to German Village 
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Tel:  +964 (0) 53 319 5567
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